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Particle Physicist: 5G Is Ultimate 
Directed Energy Weapon System 

 
 
Particle Physicist, Dr. Katherine Horton sees the current rollout of the 5G network in a 
way that is different from mainstream public perception. And for very good reasons!  
James Fetzer wrote about Dr. Horton in the summer of 2019, and since I have been 
following closely to the technology of wireless energy since 1996, I was intrigued by Dr. 
Horton’s work and personal experience of being a ‘targeted’ victim.  I share this 
because so many see wireless energy as the greatest thing since sliced bread, and yet 
when you delve deeply into 5G you begin to see its potential more as a Damocles 
sword hanging over humanity.  In ways you may not understand, 5G will eliminate a 
large part of humanity in the Internet of Things useless, i.e. no jobs for them! 
 

 
 
Dr. Horton argues, based on her research and personal experiences, that the 5G 
network is intended as a Directed Energy Weapon (DEW) system that aligns with the 
goals of the global elite to enslave humanity, or even more to kill humanity. 
 
Will the rollout of 5G prove to be the ultimate catalyst for humanity to awaken and 
change our collective trajectory?  It could cost twenty-million jobs in the U.S. alone!  
That alone is cause for concern. 
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To begin with, she is a particle physicist with a PhD from prestigious Oxford 
University. She worked as a high energy physicist on the particle collider at the German 
Electronsynchrotron DESY in Hamburg, Germany, and on the infamous Large Hadron 
Collider at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland. 
 
At Oxford, Dr. Horton worked as a research fellow at St John’s College, a position that 
allowed her to expand her research from particle physics into medical physics and the 
physics of complex human systems. As part of the latter, she conducted systems 
analysis research of the English legal system, economies, the financial system, 
currencies, as well as white collar crime and organized crime. 
 
In other words, she has the credentials to be public enemy number one to a global elite 
that are trying to deceptively use technology as a key cog in their plan to enslave 
humanity under a totalitarian world government. 
 
Dr. Horton writes: 
“I want to show what the 5G system really looks like in practice, then I want to show, 
you know, how the industry is actually gloating with it, they know that this is a weapon, 
they’re gloating, they’re jeering at us, and they’re making fun of us and then I will show 
you what this weapon is planned to be used for and is already being used for right now. 
 
So what I’m talking about is not just, oh, it’s five years in the future, no, this system is 
killing people right now. And now, the only question is: the time lag between us 
‘realizing,’ accumulating a critical mass, and shutting this system down, and arresting 
the criminals–whoever thought of putting this into the mange, knowing full well [the 
consequences]–now that time delay pretty much maps out how many people are going 
to die, ok? 
 
And this crime cartel…they know what they’re doing, and their goal is to kill as many 
people as they possibly can, and that is because they realize that with the population 
growing and the Internet coming in, they cannot hold the same type of control on 
humanity–it is mathematically impossible to hold the same type of control on humanity–
that they used to have, you know, back in the 1980s, even the 1990s and the control 
they had up until the 1990s was pretty much the control they had going back to Biblical 
times, and Babylonian times and before.” 
 

A Targeted Individual 
During her childhood in Romania, Dr. Horton alleges that she and her family 
experienced intimidation and terrorism because they were highly educated and refused 
to take part in the snitching and informant criminality being promoted by mob networks 
there. 
 
Dr. Horton says that stalking and other such activities ramped up in November 2011, 
as she was attending a High Court case in London as part of her systems analysis 
research into the English legal system. She says she was openly being stalked on her 
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way home from court and started noticing a thug waiting for her outside her home every 
morning to follow her to the train station. 
 
Attempts to face these forces head-on, through the courts and through activism, led to a 
rise in these attacks upon her which included not only human intimidation but torture 
through Directed Energy Weapons. You can read more details about her 
experiences on her Stop 007 website, which among other things offers support and 
legal guidance for Targeted Individuals. 
 

Trying To Contextualize the 5G Network 
In an extensive interview hosted by Alfred Lambremont Webre, Dr. Horton attempts to 
bring to bear her vast knowledge of the capabilities of directed energy weapons, and 
awaken us to the fact that these are the true modern weapons of warfare of today, not 
the ballistic weapons that we still see portrayed in movies and talked about in 
geopolitical conflicts. 
 
She also employs her knowledge and personal experience of the ‘Targeted Individuals’ 
phenomena, as well as her run-ins with the shadow government and their military and 
intelligence tentacles to create a broad context for what the 5G network really is: 
 
“I think the average person struggles so much understanding what all this is about and 
that’s what they [Global Elite] are banking on. So they are banking on the fact that, for 
example, there is a very simple con hidden in this marketing ploy that is 5G. For 
example when they brought up 3G and 4G, everybody assumes that 5G is just a better 
3 and 4G so what’s all this fuss about? Is it just Luddites who are just, you know, they 
just, they are scared, and they are tree-huggers, and they just don’t really enjoy 
watching happy kitten videos super-fast on their phone? But that’s not what it is. So 5G 
is a fundamentally different system. 
 
I think what I would like to do is to take all the people who are maybe even more 
overwhelmed than I am, you know, I want to pick them up where they’re at, maybe, and 
then bring them up to speed and tell them everything I know, so by the end of the show 
they at least know what I think and what I know, so that they can make up their own 
mind what they think. And there are several discoveries I had, trying to research the 
subject, and I should say that my main focus is not even 5G or 5G campaigning. My 
main focus is campaigning to have all the Directed Energy Weapons systems shut 
down, which includes also satellite weaponry, weaponry hidden in cars, weapons 
carried by gang stalkers in rucksacks, and all this sort of stuff and out of all that, 5G is, if 
you like, the state system. It encapsulates everything. It can do a bit of everything and 
it will be everywhere. 
 
So your 5G system is like a gang-stalker with a Directed Energy Weapon in his 
rucksack who shoots you in the face as you’re walking behind him, you know, on the 
pavement for example. But it will not be a gang-stalker, they can do away with those, if 
they just have these 5G antennas every 50 or 100 meters. So the 5G system will do 

https://stop007.org/home/about/
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everything that the current global weapons systems can do and, it can also, I strongly 
believe, it can also instantly kill. Ok? 
 
So in other words, if you want to cut to the chase, my view of the 5G system, and I’ll 
show you why I think that’s the case, the 5G system should be best imagined as the 
government, or this shadowy group that has infested the government, taking over 
every city on the planet and every village and even the smallest town and even then, 
you know, the forest, where you think there is nothing, and putting up hidden machine 
guns that follow you and your family pointing right at you and these are, you know, set 
sharp so that they can shoot you dead at the speed of light if somebody so wishes. Ok? 
So that is the best description of the 5G system that I have.” 

 
A Complex System with Grisly Motives 

The above description and much of her explanation in the video may strain credulity for 
many readers. It certainly challenges the mainstream worldview that our elected leaders 
are the flawed but ultimately legitimate authorities of our world, that wars and killing are 
conducted for justifiable reasons, that intelligence agencies protect us and will not try to 
harm us, or that we are not in some way victims of complex social engineering designed 
to turn us all into obedient slaves. I may be only poking holes in mainstream perception 
since first sharing almost a decade ago, and today the longstanding hidden plans for 
mass surveillance, enslavement and depopulation are coming ever more clearly into 
view. 
 
How clearly is the “depopulation” agenda coming into view? In the interview Dr. Horton 
points us to the website deagel.com, a website that monitors the sale and distributions 
of military weapon technology all over the world. 
 
She shows us that plans for genocide are actually reflected in published estimates of 
depopulation within the next decade. As you can see from the page below, which can 
be directly accessed here, the population of the United States is predicted to be 100 
million by 2025, down from 327 million in 2017.  The website deagel.com was taken 
down this past year, allegedly due to the death of its founder. 
 
Dr. Horton and William Binney met and were married about two years ago. William 
Edward Binney is a former intelligence official with the United States National Security 
Agency (NSA) and whistleblower. He retired on October 31, 2001, after more than 30 
years with the agency. He was a critic of his former employers during the George W. 
Bush administration, and later criticized the NSA's data-collection policies during the 
Barack Obama administration.   He dissented from the view that Russia interfered with 
the 2016 US election. More specifically, he was critical of the view that Russia hacked 
the DNC server.  He backed that up with electronic transmission proof showing it was 
virtually impossible to do what the Russians were accused of doing.  Mr. Binney is 
wheel-chair-bound from what was believed to be an act using a Directed Energy 
Weapon to hurt him. 
 

http://www.deagel.com/
http://www.deagel.com/country/United-States-of-America_c0001.aspx
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William Binney was a Russia specialist and worked in the operations side of 
intelligence, starting as an analyst and ending as a Technical Director prior to becoming 
a geopolitical world Technical Director. In the 1990s, he co-founded a unit on 
automating signals intelligence with NSA research chief John Taggart. William Binney's 
NSA career culminated as Technical Leader for intelligence in 2001. He has expertise in 
intelligence analysis, traffic analysis, systems analysis, knowledge management, and 
mathematics (including set theory, number theory, and probability). 
 
In September 2002, he, along with J. Kirk Wiebe and Edward Loomis, asked the U.S. 
Defense Department Inspector General (DoD IG) to investigate the NSA for allegedly 
wasting "millions and millions of dollars" on Trailblazer, a system intended to analyze 
mass collection of data carried on communications networks such as the Internet. 
Binney had been one of the inventors of an alternative system, ThinThread, which was 
shelved when Trailblazer was chosen instead. Binney has also been publicly critical of 
the NSA for spying on U.S. citizens, saying of its expanded surveillance after the 
September 11, 2001 attacks that "it's better than anything that the KGB, the Stasi, or the 
Gestapo and SS ever had" as well as noting Trailblazer's ineffectiveness and unjustified 
high cost compared to the far less intrusive ThinThread. He was furious that the NSA 
hadn't uncovered the 9/11 plot and stated that intercepts it had collected but not 
analyzed likely would have garnered timely attention with his leaner more focused 
system. 
 
After he left the NSA in 2001, Mr. Binney was one of several people investigated as part 
of an inquiry into a 2005 exposé by ‘The New York Times’ on the agency's warrantless 
eavesdropping program. Mr. Binney was cleared of wrongdoing after three interviews 
with FBI agents beginning in March 2007, but in early July 2007, in an unannounced 
early morning raid, a dozen agents armed with rifles appeared at his house, one of 
whom entered the bathroom and pointed his gun at Mr. Binney, who was taking a 
shower. The FBI confiscated a desktop computer, disks, and personal and business 
records. The NSA revoked his security clearance, forcing him to close a business he ran 
with former colleagues at a loss of a reported $300,000 in annual income. The FBI 
raided the homes of Wiebe and Loomis, as well as House Intelligence Committee staffer 
Diane Roark, the same morning. Several months later the FBI raided the home of then 
still active NSA executive Thomas Andrews Drake who had also contacted DoD IG, but 
anonymously with confidentiality assured. The Assistant Inspector General, John Crane, 
in charge of the Whistleblower Program, suspecting his superiors provided confidential 
information to the United States Department of Justice (DOJ), challenged them, was 
eventually forced from his position, and subsequently himself became a public 
whistleblower. The punitive treatment of William Binney, Drake, and the other 
whistleblowers also led Edward Snowden to go public with his revelations rather than 
report through the internal whistleblower program. In 2012, William Binney and his co-
plaintiffs went to federal court to retrieve the confiscated items.  
 

Allegations on Intercepts 
William Binney is known for making the claim that the NSA collects and stores 
information about every U.S. communication. Mr. Binney was invited as a witness by 
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the NSA commission of the German Bundestag. On July 3, 2014 Der Spiegel wrote, he 
said that the NSA wanted to have information about everything. In Mr. Binney's view this 
is a totalitarian approach, which had previously been seen only in dictatorships. Mr. 
Binney stated that the goal was to control people. Meanwhile, he said that it is possible 
in principle to monitor the whole population, abroad and in the U.S., which in his view 
contradicts the United States Constitution.  
 
In August 2014, Mr. Binney was among the signatories of an open letter by the group 
“Veteran Intelligence Professionals for Sanity” to German chancellor Angela Merkel in 
which they urged the Chancellor to be suspicious of U.S. intelligence regarding the 
alleged invasion by Russia in Eastern Ukraine. In the open letter, the group said:  
 
Accusations of a major Russian "invasion" of Ukraine appear not to be supported by 
reliable intelligence. Rather, the "intelligence" seems to be of the same dubious, 
politically "fixed" kind used 12 years ago to "justify" the U.S.-led attack on Iraq.  
 

Russian Interference in the 2016 election 
Further information: Russian interference in the 2016 U. S. elections and 2016 
Democratic National Committee email leak 
 
William Binney has said he voted for Trump in the 2016 presidential election, calling 
Hillary Clinton a "war monger".  
 
Binney has asserted that the U.S. intelligence community's assessment that Russia 
interfered in the 2016 presidential election is false, and that the Democratic National 
Committee e-mails were leaked by an insider instead. An investigation by Duncan 
Campbell later detailed how Mr. Binney had been persuaded by a pro-Kremlin 
disinformant that the theft of the DNC emails was an inside job, and not the work of 
Russian agents (contrary to the findings of the U.S. intelligence community). The 
disinformation agent altered metadata in the files released by Guccifer 2.0 (whom the 
U.S. intelligence community identifies as a Russian military intelligence operation) to 
make it appear as if the documents came from a computer in the Eastern United States, 
not Russia. (Specifically, the local time zone of the computer's system clock was 
changed to UTC−05:00.) Binney appeared on Fox News at least ten times between 
September 2016 and November 2017 to promote this theory. Binney said that the 
"intelligence community wasn't being honest here". He has been a frequent guest on RT 
and Fox News and has been frequently cited on Breitbart News. In October 2017, 
Binney met with CIA Director Mike Pompeo at the behest of President Trump to 
discuss his theory. However, on meeting Campbell and analyzing the material again, 
Binney changed his position: he said there was “no evidence to prove where the 
download/copy was done”, and that the files he had based his previous assessment 
were “manipulated” and a “fabrication”.  
 

Role in apparent release of the Nunes’ Memo 
On January 23, 2018, Binney made an appearance on InfoWars in connection with the 
Nunes memo, a Congressional document alleging irregularities in the application of the 
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FISA Act, which at that time was not publicly available although its potential release was 
a topic of public debate. During the show, host Alex Jones announced that Binney had 
been able to provide him with the actual memo, and the purported leaked document 
was shown on air. However, this was in fact a public document that had been available 
on the website of the Office of the Director of National Intelligence since at least May 
2017. The actual Nunes memo was released February 2, 2018.  
 

Claims of fraud in the 2020 Election 
After Joe Biden won the 2020 election and Donald Trump refused to concede, Binney 
doubted the official results and claimed his belief that there had been large-scale voter 
fraud. One of Binney's tweets alleging missing votes was based on a mistaken 
conflation between eligible voters and an outdated number of registered voters; this was 
cited in an article by the Gateway Pundit, which in turn was promoted by Trump.  
 
Binney's story is recounted in ‘A Good American’, a documentary film.  
 
What I have brought together in summation of the first eight pages is an overview of 
how the lives of two individuals were brought together in such a way to expose the fact 
that both became “targeted” individuals of their governments and incurred seriously 
injured and damaged by nefarious people using a technology touted as a blessing to 
humanity.  Contrary to the telecoms promotion for faster download of your favorite 
movie, there is a double-edge sword that has been obscured by the media, government, 
and the technology sectors. 
 
But most of you are oblivious to or unaware of the big picture facing the world.  It is a 
“depopulation” agenda.  That has since become evidentially clear with the rising death 
coming from the VAERS data that Robert Kennedy has published every Friday and as 
the evidence continues to grow that the Vaxxes are what is killing people.  That 
information that I share on my weekly series on “Mass Murder” should have led to a 
ceasing of the Vaxx program months ago, and yet it continues unabated while hundreds 
of thousands are injured with disabilities that will haunt them the rest of their lives, and 
thousands more have died at the hands of a globalist agenda which points to mass 
murder of humanity.  In twenty-two months I have confirmed the following points of data.  
These are what I consider as the tip of the iceberg.  There is much more to this global 
agenda: 
 

 There is no Covid virus; it is a synthetic biological weapon created on the 
computer and 14 fragments of the HIV1 virus were inserted to make it more 
potent and lethal. It was created on a computer using the SARS2-CoV2 (simple 
cold virus) as its prototype platform. This was confirmed in March, 2020 by a 
group of scientists from India, and their findings were confirmed by the 2008 
Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Dr. Luc Montagnier from France.  Microsoft founder 
Bill Gates and Richard Rothschild patented the virus in 2013, 2015, and 2018.  
Dr. Anthony Fauci, Director of the NIAID spent $14-million taxpayer dollars to 
enhance “Gain-of-Function” to kill more people sooner.  Why is he still on CNN 
deceiving the American public with his flip-flopping lies? 
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 Three U.S. universities (U. of AZ, Stony Brook, and Wake Forest) have reported 
findings that the enzyme phospholipase A2 group IIA, referred to as sPLA2-IIA 
may be the most important factor in predicting which patients with severe Covid-
19 eventually succumb to the virus.  This same enzyme is similar to one 
contained in rattlesnake venom, a neurotoxin as it can destroy cell membranes 
and is usually found in low concentrations in healthy individuals since it is a key 
defense against bacterial infection. At high levels, the activated enzyme can 
shred membranes of vital organs.  I recently viewed a video of a rattlesnake’s 
fangs held against a glass beaker to release drops of its venom into a glass 
beaker containing whole blood.  One drop of the rattlesnake venom into 4-
ounces of blood, stirred for a few seconds, and the blood gelled into a blob of 
gelatin.  This is a direct link to blot clotting agents being reported by doctors and 
hospital ER’s.   
 
Interestingly, one of the side effects of Covid-19 victims reported was their loss of 
smell.  Equally interesting is the fact that a known side effect of those bitten by 
rattlesnake venom is the loss of smell. Surprisingly, researchers have found that 
the protein codes in the 2019-nCoV are most similar to that in snakes.  This 
suggests something very nefariously is afoot. The VAERS reporting of vax side 
effects reported have in common issues related to blood clotting issues. Covid 
and the Covid vaccines damage the fragile endothelium walls of the blood 
vessels causing them to leak, which exposes the blood cells to substances they 
do not recognize, and that causes them to clot as a defensive measure, which 
sparks massive inflammation throughout the entire body.  If you are suffering with 
any inflammatory condition, like obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular conditions, 
arthritis … or any “-itis,” and you are over the age of 35, your blood vessels are 
already compromised.  
 
What does this mean to you? Well, if you hope to have a long life, it means a lot.  
Vaxxes are patented and the patent holder does not have to reveal everything 
contained in a Vaccine, other than the main contents that are alleged to be 
therapeutic treatment.  All other elements in a vaxx is proprietary information 
(secret) and are not required to be revealed.       
 

 The vaxxes (all) contain three toxic chemicals:  Graphene Oxide, spike protein 
(PEG) or antifreeze, and Polysorbate 80, which is a solvent.  All are poison if 
injected, ingested, or inhaled.  They are likely to have contained many different 
pathogens, such as the invisible Brucellosis Mycoplasma.  The addition of many 
toxins simply confounds the ability of research scientists to define and determine 
cause of death by increasing the factors causing health side effects and death.   
 

 7-billion people are to be exterminated since the industrialized nations of the 
world are unable to pay future pension and social security and social safety-net 
program obligations, hence problem solved if they are all dead.  The Georgia 
Guidestones confirmed this when erected in 1979.  The first of ten secular 
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commandments states the goal is to “Maintain the Earth’s population at 500-
million.”  This confession is engraved in limestone pillars at Elberton, GA! 
 

 The lynch pin that ties this plan of “Depopulation” together is 5G wireless 
energy; the network deployment is nearly completed.  5G is the KEY to the 
system of invisible death.  It is based upon a book written six decades ago:  
“Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars”.  100,000 low orbit satellites will bathe the 
Earth with 5G wireless EMR RF signal radiation. Elon Musk’s company Starlink 
already has 2,000 satellites in orbit around the planet; 20,000+ satellites are 
planned or currently operational by eight telecoms and beaming their toxic 
energy upon humanity worldwide.  They will work in conjunction piggybacked 
with existing 3G, and 4G cell towers. DNA technology experts pioneered a new 
DNA transference method called electroporation – a microbiology technique 
which uses an electrical pulse to create or open temporary pores in cell 
membranes through which substances like chemicals, drugs or DNA can be 
introduced into the cell. This technique can be used to administer DNA vaccines, 
which inject foreign DNA into a host’s cells that changes the host’s DNA. This 
means if you take a DNA vaccine, you are allowing your DNA to be changed!  
 

 5G delivers “invisible bursts of wireless energy electrical bullets” to the human 
body.  Depending on the energy level modulation, it can activate sickness at 
lower energy levels, and even death at the 60-GHz level.  Cell phones operate at 
2.4-GHz to 3.5-GHz. The so-called “Smart” utility meters operate at 4-GHz and 
have been known to explode and set residential homes on fire in CA. TSA airport 
scanners operate at 10-GHz levels and have caused cancer to TSA employees 
operating the scanning booths since 2002.  
 
There’s a hidden feature on your cell phone tracking your every move. Software 
on Apple and Android devices keeps a record of your daily routine. It’s called 
“frequent locations,” which is stored deep in a maze of privacy settings. It tracks 
time, dates and how long you stay somewhere. It even knows where you live and 
work, based on your time and trips there.  Since all cell phones have an internal 
GPS locator chip, your cell phone can be used as a silent weapon to target 
individuals, groups or outdoor gatherings.  Just like a laser-guided GPS guided 
missile!  With your cell phone close at hand, un-awaringly you become the target 
of a homing signal with a target on your back!  Graphene Oxide is controlled 
through the use of wireless energy, i.e., 3G, 4G, and 5G.  Graphene Oxide is 
what gives you cell phone images! 
 

 5G and Electroporation DNA Vaccines – Both Producing Pulsed EMF Waves. 
Consider the implications of this for a moment. The technology exists to use 
EMFs to open your very skin pores and inject foreign DNA into your bloodstream 
and cells. This is an extreme violation of your bodily sovereignty, and it can have 
long-term effects, because of genetic mutation – changing your very DNA which 
is the biological blueprint and physical essence of which you are as a person. 
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5G can do on a large scale what Electroporation does on a small scale? We already 
know that 5G has the potential to be mutagenic (DNA-damaging). The frequencies that 
5G uses, especially the band widths of 75-100-GHz, interact with the geometrical 
structure of our skin and sweat ducts, acting upon them like a transmission reaching an 
antenna, and fundamentally affecting us and our mood.  Electroporation uses pulsed 
waves. Guess what else uses pulsed waves? 5G! This is either a startling coincidence 
or evidence or a sinister coronavirus 5G-connection. 

 
 

 The U.S. Army has operated its Active Denial System or ADS for almost two 
decades used the ADS to break up protests and rioting.  It is capable of beaming 
an “invisible bullet” of EMR RF energy from a 5G transmitter-to-a-satellite-and-
back-to-you-on-Earth, from 25-100-GHz. The lower energy level causes a 
burning sensation to the exposed skin, but it can be “modulated” up to a more 
lethal range if need be.  As an example, 5G at 60-GHz consumes 98% of the 
oxygen in a person’s lungs, and results in instant death. This technology has 
been mounted on the vehicle platform of the Army’s Humvee as well as the 
armored Stryker vehicle for more than a decade. 
 

 Everyone has elements of Brucellosis Mycoplasma in their body from secret 
bioweapons tests that began in 1950, over seven decades ago.  Chemtrail 
spraying began in 1996 across the USA.  Brucellosis Mycoplasma has been 
found in the Chemtrail spraying for several decades.  Everyone has inhaled 
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Brucellosis Mycoplasma over the past twenty-five years.  It lays dormant in your 
cells until activated by 5G EMR induced into the pores of human skin tissue. 
 

 Mike Adams, the Health Ranger reported on 9/23/21, that DARPA [The Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency) was working on “Drone” technology as a 
way to target specific segments of the population for spraying pathogens.  The 
U.S. military has been flying “remote controlled” C-130’s and larger military and 
commercial jet aircraft as large as the Boeing 747, for decades crisscrossing the 
sky with their spraying of toxic chemical/biological poisons.  The program has 
different names, such as “Operation Cloverleaf” but the larger cover-story is top 
secret, and called “The New Manhattan Project”.  The use of “drones” is a perfect 
delivery system for spraying pathogens and viruses, up and close to the target, 
since the FAA limits the height of drone flights to below 400-feet.  
   

 Brucellosis Mycoplasma is the smallest parasite known to scientists and it is 
largely unknown by physicians and they rarely know it to see it in an electron 
microscope because of decades of top secret experiments.  It lays dormant in the 
body until activated by electrical energy (5G) through a process called 
Electroporation, all invisible (a perfect silent weapon for quiet wars).  “No eye 
witness, no smoking gun, no expended cartridges, etc.!”  Think of it as an 
invisible bullet (burst of wireless energy) that can penetrate the human body 
through the epidermis pores of the body. 
 

 When the “powers at be” get enough people vaxxed they are free to activate the 
5G depopulation on a larger scale.  How safe do you think it will be when twenty-
thousand+ 5G satellites are in orbit over the planet at altitudes of 60-150 miles.  
They beam down their EMR wireless energy bathing the land below in a 
continuous wireless energy activating Brucellosis Mycoplasma.  This dormant 
parasite in human bodies is monitoring for four things in the human body:  
blood/oxygen level; fluid pH, immune system; and body stress.  When 5G is 
activated at the desired energy level, through Electroporation, it activates the 
desired result, i.e., sickness or death.  Everyone has a predetermined physical 
weak point, and so no one gets sick or dies of the exact same thing or the exact 
time.  The time to death also varies depending on one’s age, general health, pre-
existing health issues, etc.  Again, we have the perfect silent weapon for quiet 
wars. 

 
Killing off 260+ million U.S. citizens is needed because it cannot continue to pay federal 
pensions and Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid at the present levels of inflation. The 
U.S. is hard-pressed to pay the interest to service the National Debt of almost $30-
trillion dollars.  Eliminate people and you eliminate the problem of the government!  If 
you doubt me, then consider what drastic measure the U.S. Navy announced on 
September 22, 2021, in a series of cuts that will include: 
 
-Closing 46 Auto Hobby Shops. 
-Reduce manning at 10 Morale Welfare and Recreation beaches. 
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-Delay furniture replacement in five barracks. 
-Close base libraries in the U.S. 
-Cut half the base support vehicles. 
-Reduce gym hours. 
-Reduce pools on base. 
-Cut back on landscaping and custodial services. 
-Reductions in overtime. 
-Restrict ship operations to “Monday through Friday” to avoid overtime.  
 
This was all part of a new U.S. Navy cost-cutting program to eliminate costs of $280 
million a year, and eliminate 1,000 civilian jobs.  What does this tell you about a Navy 
that only operates from “Monday to Friday?”  $280 million is a drop in a bucket in the 
military budget of $705.39 billion.   
 
On my web page, I have researched and written six articles on Mycoplasma, part 5 is a 
summary of Mycoplasma The Pathogen That Will Kill You without Your Knowledge!, 
Part 5 
 
Dr. Anthony Fauci, Bill Gates, Prince Charles, Klaus Schwab, and the House of 
Rothschild want as many of us they can kill – dead!  This includes our own 
government/military complex since they conducted bio-warfare studies since the 1950s 
in secrecy and paid for it with U.S. taxpayer money.  All this may seem so demonic and 
sci-fi but I have read the patents, the literature, and the scientific abstracts, and have 
forty-five years of research into the Satanic forces to be able to share this information.  I 
only wish that it was not true.   
 
Depopulation has been the world’s #1 problem since 1968, with the publication of Dr. 
Paul Erhlich’s book, ‘The Population Bomb’.  I had to read that book for 3 different 
courses in college and 1 course in seminary, and this gives you an idea of how the 
issue of population growth has obsessed world leaders to seek ways to eliminate 
“useless eaters” as Dr. Henry Kissinger referred to the public. 
 
If you expect to survive much longer, then under no circumstances be tested for a fake 
virus, and do not take any toxic poison being promoted as a vaxxine or whatever they 
call it.  The powers at be have doubled-down on the fear propaganda to scare people.  
If I am wrong, then please explain why they are hell-bent to vaxx children 2-8.  An 
Important point that few people bother to ask, where is the evidence of a so-called 
Covid-19 vaxx.  In virology there is what is known as the Koch Postulates, the gold 
standard of testing the validity of a virus claim!  No lab in the world has done this with 
Covid-19!  Why not? 
 
This is just the tip of the ice berg.  I have spent the last twenty months, 16 hours a day, 
seven days a week gathering the evidence, facts, on the larger story behind Covid-19.  I 
have copies of thousands of scientific documents, patent abstracts, analysis papers that 
support my case.  I have listened to scores of experts in all the areas one could imagine 
in investigation of the world’s biggest crime against humanity.  

http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/MYCO5.pdf
http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/MYCO5.pdf
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I have been researching and studying wireless energy since 1996, the introduction of 
the cell phone and the beginning of the bee colony collapse that began simultaneously 
at the exact precise time.  Dr. Martin Paul, emeritus chairman of the Biology and 
Medical Sciences at the University of Washington said in his comments on 5G are that it 
is an “Extinction Level Event!” 
 
Below is a report by George Eaton on Big Pharma’s plan to destroy your God-given 
immune system. 
 
George Eaton: The Vax Wipes Out Your Immune System - The Boosters Finish the 
Job (video 4 m)  
Posted By: GeorgeEaton 
Date: Tuesday, 28-Sep-2021 15:11:27  
 

This is how the jab is wiping out your immune system, terrifying  
https://www.brighteon.com/a7668819-a224-4cbe-9b19-06e743ea59d7  
**Warning** IT'S THE BOOSTERS ALL ALONG! Don't Take the Boosters!  
Tremendous 4-minute video from a doctor/scientist. She reveals what the first and 
second V shot was designed to do. BUT THE BOOSTER SHOTS (Yes SHOTS--four 
boosters are already planned to roll out) are THE KILL SHOTS. I highly encourage each 
of you to take a moment to watch this video but for others here is a brief summation.  
 

 The purpose of the first V is to DESTROY your white blood cells which 
protects you from all kinds of infections. Destroys as much as 75%.  

 

 The purpose of the second V is to DESTROY the remaining white blood 
cells. 

  

 The first booster will inject 81 strands of foreign material into your now 
TOTALLY UNPROTECTED body. These are renegade cells NEVER seen 
before by your body.  

 

 The second booster will inject 8 strands of HIV into your totally 
unprotected body AND will shut off your immune system. 

  

 The next TWO boosters will provide more foreign material until your body 
is overwhelmed by poison and dies.  

 

 20-30% are anticipated to die after each booster. 
  

 Yet in a strange way, those remaining will become dependent on the later 
boosters in order to survive.  

 

 In 2-3 years most V recipients will be dead.  
 

https://www.brighteon.com/a7668819-a224-4cbe-9b19-06e743ea59d7
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IMPORTANT**If you or your family has been jabbed with the first two doses, you have 
done damage to your body. But this is NOTHING compared to what you will do if you 
take ANY of these boosters. THE BOOSTERS ARE THE KILL SHOT!    
 

 
FACT: ONCE THE SHOT IS IN, IT IS IN. Absolutely NOTHING you take after an 
MRNA shot will turn the code back to what it was. You will not be repairing DNA, 
MRNA, or any other damage. If it took a tech firm and -70 celsius refrigeration to 
do the damage, you will not be fixing it with a bottle of hopium. You will not be 
removing the self-replicating spike proteins. There is no cure for mad cow, and 
no one came up with a cure for the vax. And once graphene oxide is in (IF IT IS IN, 
AND THAT IS A BIG IF) you can FORGET IT, it is NOT coming out and anyone 
who claims they can get that out, repair DNA damage and get rid of spike proteins 
is nothing but a con artist. 
 
In case you are still a skeptic about the both the use of and potential of 5G, let me 
remind you that this government of the USA has been involved in a very complex but 
comprehensive program of “Depopulation” for a very long time.  Just as a single 
example of such programs here where an additive is found in most metropolitan water 
systems in the U.S., perhaps in your community as well.  You might want to investigate 
if your community is being poisoned from fluoride.  Just a few days ago, near the end of 
September, 2021, the UK has decided to add fluoride to their water supply.  I have not 
used the tap water to drink from for forty year, choosing to buy distilled water and then 
subsequently distilling my own drinking water. 
 
Planning began in 1943 with the appointment of a special New York State Health 
Department committee to study the advisability of adding fluoride to Newburgh's 
drinking water. The chairman of the committee was, again, Dr. Harold C. Hodge, then 
chief of fluoride toxicity studies for the Manhattan Project. Subsequent members of the 
committee included Henry L. Barnett, a captain in the Project's Medical Section, and 
John W. Fertig, in 1944 with the Office of Scientific Research and Development-the 
super-secret Pentagon group which sired the Manhattan Project.  
 
Their military affiliations were kept secret. Hodge was described as a pharmacologist, 
Barnett as a pediatrician. Placed in charge of the Newburgh project was David B. Ast, 
chief dental officer of the New York State Health Department. Ast had participated in a 
key secret wartime conference on fluoride, held by the Manhattan Project in January 
1944, and later worked with Dr. Hodge on the Project's investigation of human injury in 
the New Jersey incident, according to once-secret memos.  
 
A Manhattan Project memorandum of 29 April 1944 states:  
 
"Clinical evidence suggests that uranium hexafluoride may have a rather marked central 
nervous system effect... It seems most likely that the F [code for fluoride] component 
rather than the T [code for uranium] is the causative factor."  
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The memo, from a captain in the medical corps, is stamped SECRET and is addressed 
to Colonel Stafford Warren, head of the Manhattan Project's Medical Section. Colonel 
Warren is asked to approve a program of animal research on CNS effects.  
 
"Since work with these compounds is essential, it will be necessary to know in advance 
what mental effects may occur after exposure... This is important not only to protect a 
given individual, but also to prevent a confused workman from injuring others by 
improperly performing his duties.”  
 
The author of the 1944 CNS research proposal attached to the 29 April memo was Dr. 
Harold C. Hodge - at the time, chief of fluoride toxicology studies for the University of 
Rochester division of the Manhattan Project.  
 
When a severe pollution incident occurred downwind of the E.I. DuPont de Nemours 
Company chemical factory in Deepwater, New Jersey. The factory was then producing 
millions of pounds of fluoride for the Manhattan Project whose scientists were racing to 
produce the world's first atomic bomb. The farms downwind in Gloucester and Salem 
counties were famous for their high-quality produce.  
  
Their peaches went directly to the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York City; their 
tomatoes were bought up by Campbell's Soup. But in the summer of 1944 the farmers 
began reporting that their crops were blighted: "Something is burning up the peach 
crops around here." They said that poultry died after an all-night thunderstorm, and that 
farm workers who ate produce they'd picked would sometimes vomit all night and into 
the next day.  
 
"I remember our horses looked sick and were too stiff to work," Mildred Giordano, a 
teenager at the time, told these reporters.  
 
Some cows were so crippled that they could not stand up; they could only graze by 
crawling on their bellies. The account was confirmed in taped interviews with Philip 
Sadtler (shortly before he died), of Sadtler Laboratories of Philadelphia, one of the 
nation's oldest chemical consulting firms. Sadtler had personally conducted the initial 
investigation of the damage.  
 
The farmers were stonewalled in their search for information about fluoride's effects on 
their health, and their complaints have long since been forgotten. But they unknowingly 
left their imprint on history: their complaints of injury to their health reverberated through 
the corridors of power in Washington and triggered intensive, secret, bomb program 
research on the health effects of fluoride.  
 
U.S. Navy uses human subjects to test gas masks and clothing. Individuals were locked 
in a gas chamber and exposed to mustard gas and lewisite.  
 
In 1945, Newburgh's water was fluoridated, and over the next 10 years its residents 
were studied by the New York State Health Department. 
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Much of the original proof that fluoride is safe for humans in low doses was generated 
by A-bomb program scientists who had been secretly ordered to provide "evidence 
useful in litigation" against defense contractors for fluoride injury to citizens. The first 
lawsuits against the American A-bomb program were not over radiation, but over 
fluoride damage, the documents show. Human studies were required. Bomb program 
researchers played a leading role in the design and implementation of the most 
extensive U.S. study of the health effects of fluoridating public drinking water, conducted 
in Newburgh, New York, from 1945 to 1955. 
  
Then, in a classified operation code-named "Program F", they secretly gathered and 
analyzed blood and tissue samples from Newburgh citizens with the cooperation of New 
York State Health Department personnel. The original, secret version (obtained by 
these reporters) of a study published by Program F scientists in the August 1948 
‘Journal of the American Dental Association’ shows that evidence of adverse health 
effects from fluoride was censored by the US Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)-
considered the most powerful of Cold War agencies-for reasons of "national security".  
 
The bomb program's fluoride safety studies were conducted at the University of 
Rochester - site of one of the most notorious human radiation experiments of the Cold 
War, in which unsuspecting hospital patients were injected with toxic doses of 
radioactive plutonium. The fluoride studies were conducted with the same ethical 
mindset, in which "national security" was paramount.  
 
Hitler claimed to have gotten his inspiration for the "final solution" from the extermination 
of Native Americans in the U.S. 
 
By 1947 then, as the 1950s dawned, mad sheep disease was shown in the United 
States to jump the species barrier when a scrapie-infected food supplement brought a 
similar brain illness to farm-raised mink in 1947. By this stage, the medical-scientific 
fraternity was intensely preoccupied with another incurable brain illness, kuru, which 
had reached epidemic proportions amongst the Fore people living in the highlands of 
New Guinea.  
 
Anthropologists from the University of Adelaide unraveled a chain of events to trace the 
origin of kuru back to the reverent consumption of deceased tribal members' bodies. 
Kuru was essentially eradicated by New Guinean authorities acting in 1959 on the 
anthropological clue to outlaw the eating of human flesh.  
 
The CIA begins its study of LSD as a potential weapon for use by American intelligence. 
Human subjects (both civilian and military) are used with and without their knowledge. 
 
In 1949, the U.S. Army begins 20 years of simulated germ warfare attacks against 
American cities, conducting at least 239 open air tests. And so you can see that 
Chemtrails were being used on American citizens long before 1996, and the New 
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Manhattan Project being used to “Depopulate” the public with ‘Silent Weapons for Quiet 
Wars!’  But we know it is much worse. 
 
Traces of 18 unregulated chemicals were found in drinking water from more than one-
third of U.S. water utilities in a nationwide sampling, according to a new unpublished 
research (Abstract Book - SETAC North America 34th Annual Meeting) by federal 
scientists. 
 
 Included are 11 perfluorinated compounds, an herbicide, two solvents, caffeine, an 
antibacterial compound, a metal and an antidepressant, reports ‘Environmental Health 
News’. 
 
While studies increasingly report newly emerging contaminants in wastewater, there 
has been little data on which ones are in drinking water.  
 
Researchers from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) analyzed single samples of untreated and treated water from 
25 U.S. utilities that voluntarily participated in the project. 
 
Twenty-one contaminants were detected - mostly in low concentrations of parts per 
trillion - in treated drinking water from at least nine of the utilities.  
 
Eighteen of the chemicals are not regulated under the federal Safe Drinking Water Act 
so utilities do not have to meet any limit or even monitor for them. 
 
"The good news is the concentrations are generally pretty low," said Dana Kolpin, a 
research hydrologist with the USGS who participated in the study. "But there’s still the 
unknown. Are there long-term consequences of low-level exposure to these 
chemicals?" 
 
For many of the contaminants, little is known about potential human health effects of 
low doses.  
 
 But one of the perfluorinated compounds, known as PFOA, has been linked to a variety 
of health problems, including cancer, among people in communities where water is 
contaminated by a chemical plant in West Virginia. 
 
Of 251 chemicals, bacteria, viruses and microbes the scientists measured,  

 117 were not detected in any of the treated drinking water 

 21 were found in water from more than one-third of the 25 utilities (nine or more) 

 113 were found in less than one-third (eight or fewer) 
 
Four of the chemicals found in the samples, 
 1. the metal strontium 
 2. the herbicide metolachlor 
 3. PFOS  
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 4. PFOA, 
...are on the EPA’s list of chemicals under consideration for drinking water standards.  
 
The EPA plans to make decisions regarding at least five of the contaminants on its list 
next year. 
 
"We’re hoping through this work the EPA will do a much more intensive contaminant 
candidate list and develop new methods and requirements for drinking water plants," 
said Edward Furlong, a scientist with the USGS who participated in the study. 
 
Perfluorinated chemicals, which were found most frequently, are widely used in a 
variety of industrial processes, including manufacture of some nonstick and stain-
resistant food packaging, fabrics and cookware. 
 
The two most common perfluorinated compounds, PFOS and PFOA, in the utilities’ 
water have been detected in the blood of nearly all people in the U.S. 
 
A panel of scientists has concluded there is a "probable link" between PFOA in drinking 
water and, 
 • high cholesterol 
 • ulcerative colitis 
 • thyroid disease 
 • testicular cancer 
 • kidney cancer  
 • pregnancy-induced hypertension 
 
The findings were based on people in Mid-Ohio Valley communities whose water was 
polluted with PFOA from a DuPont plant. 
 
PFOS, used in Scotchgard until 3M phased it out in 2002, has been linked to attention 
disorders in children and thyroid disease in men. 
 
The EPA has classified metolachlor as a possible human carcinogen based on studies 
of highly exposed rats. Strontium can affect bone growth, according to some animal 
studies that used doses much higher than those found in drinking water. 
 
The perfluorinated compounds were at similar concentrations in the untreated and 
treated drinking water, suggesting that treatment techniques are largely unsuccessful.  
 
Only one plant was successful at removing them and it used activated carbon 
treatment. 
 
 • Activated carbon 
 • Ozone  
 • UV treatments, 
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...are generally better at removal than traditional chlorine treatment, but such techniques 
are often prohibitively expensive, said EPA research chemist Susan Glassmeyer, who 
led the project. 
 
"People resent having to pay anything for water," she said. "There’s the thought that 
there’s a God-given right to have as much as we want but, if you want the cleanest 
water, these techniques take money." 
 
Treatment also can sometimes transform compounds into new ones, said Laurel 
Schaider, a research associate at the Harvard School of Public Health. 
 
"Chlorination and other treatments technologies will remove some contaminants, but will 
react with others," Schaider said. "Some compounds may appear to be removed but 
may be transformed to a chemical we know even less about." 
 
Glassmeyer said the utilities, which remain anonymous, represented a mix of large and 
small and used different water treatment technologies. 
 
A decade ago, S.D. Wells wrote an eye-opening op ed piece on September 30, 2012:   
 
What if you just found out that cancer in America began when food processing plants 
became prominent and people moved closer to the industrial plants, where the jobs 
were, just after World War II?  
 
And what if you found out from a very "reliable source" that the U.S. government knew 
this processed food would cause cancer?  
 
Would you believe it, or would you call the people who do believe it conspiracy 
theorists?  
 
Does it seem so RADICAL of a concept, like some outrageous and malicious plan to 
make money at the expense of people's lives and livelihood?  
 
Or is it just paranoia, now being spread by the nightly news?  
 

World Without Cancer 
What if CNN, Dateline NBC, 60 Minutes, or some other network prime time "mainstream 
news" program did a HUGE NATIONAL STORY about how fluoride in public water is 
causing Alzheimer's, Osteoporosis and Arthritis, and nearly every city and county in 
America would be removing it from the public water supply starting first thing Monday?  
 
Then you found out the very next morning that your town or city was not on that list, 
because your mayor just switched from a job at a chemical company, and he or she is 
"all for fluoridated water."  
 
Are you worried?  
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Do you run out a buy expensive filters at the hardware store for your sinks, for your 
showers, for everything?  
 
Does it seem so RADICAL of a concept, like some horribly unethical plan to make 
money off people's sickness? Or is it just paranoia, now being spread by the ever so 
popular nightly news?   
 
Then you start thinking, wait a second, could people go to jail for coming up with this 
idea, of fluoridating the water, or did they already go to jail for MASS MURDER?  
Maybe it's time to do a little homework for you, especially since it's now all over the 
news.   
 
 A company called IG Farben worked closely with the Nazi regime and the SS, 
functioning like a war driving machine, donating some 80 million Reichsmarks in return 
for chemical, pharmaceutical and petrochemical industries which were seized by Hitler 
from the occupied countries.  
 
IG Farben then used huge investment capital from the one and only John D. Rockefeller 
and his Standard Oil Company to fund the creation and use of Zyklon B pesticide to gas 
millions of Jews to death.  
 
Scientists from IG Farben went on to work for the United States in major capacities, 
from designing rockets to DESIGNING FOOD CHEMICALS AND CHEMOTHERAPY (It 
began as "Project Paperclip"). 
   

Toxic Water Was a Planned Conspiracy 
A study published in Environmental Health Perspectives just a couple years ago 
confirmed that fluoridated water causes brain damage in children.  
 
The study was the 24th one on the same subject, and the results were SO EVIDENT 
that experts thought it could be the end of water fluoridation. The fluoride levels in the 
children's blood were so high, if the study had reached the nightly news, America would 
be up in arms, demanding action. 
 
Getting paranoid yet? Or what if the word paranoia itself needs to be redefined? Maybe 
the dictionaries should redefine the political correctness of the word paranoid in order to 
fit in with modern day insanity when it comes to buying toxic food instead of Mother 
Nature's untainted organic food and "medicine." 
 
The gap is narrowing. The gap between what is believed about the history of America 
as being such a noble nation that feeds and "polices" the world, and the modern day 
notion that the government not only doesn't regulate and minimize toxic food and 
medicine, but promotes it and prospers from it, in more ways than any other generation 
of wealth. 
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 If you think by looking the other way when the truth hits, that somehow it won't hit you, 
or affect you and your family, you're wrong. Disease is being bred in toxic food and 
medicine which is for sale all around you. If you're shopping at all the wrong stores, 
you're "buying cancer."  
 
Put it this way, if you got lost in some forest and some "bad guys" were shooting tiny 
poisonous arrows at you, could you just look the other way and keep walking, or would 
you end up dying much sooner than necessary? 
 
Take the last decade of collateral damage for example. 
 
After the Bush Administration's reckless push of high fructose corn syrup and Donald 
Rumsfeld's care free push of artificial sweeteners and dangerous prescription drugs, 
America is living inside a downward spiral.  
 
President Obama done next to NOTHING to fix these monstrous issues. Add in 
Monsanto's GMO corn and soy and its likesome modern day genocide. 
 
Nazi Germany wasn't a conspiracy theory, it was real, but people underestimated the 
movement as it rose up, and look what happened.  
 
During the war, the Nazi's tested extreme, intolerable conditions on Jews, the way we 
test monkeys and treat animals in the U.S., including the ones most carnivores eat 
today. How are GMO, poison-laden foods, which are proven to cause cancer, so 
different from pushing dangerous, chemical laden vaccines (like swine and flu shots) on 
humans?  
 
How similar were the Nazi concentration camp conditions to the conditions we find 
many animals living in today - trapped in a horror story from birth to miserable death - 
also known as CAFO's, or Concentrated (or Confined) Animal Feeding Operations? 
   
The WAR for chemical free food and water. There is a war going on today: the war for 
chemical-free food and water.  
 
For over 75 years, the concept of organic food for disease prevention and cure has 
been suppressed, and the entire practice of non-Allopathic medicine has also been 
suppressed.  Many alternative doctors have been persecuted and even assassinated.  
 
Hundreds of known disease causes and cures have been and still are buried under the 
rug, kept out of the mainstream media, out of the medical journals, and out of the 
mouths of the doctors who, "sell you on their latest prescription drug."  
 
Chronic diseases; we know today so well could be cured with simple, inexpensive 
natural therapies.  Dr. Herbert Ley, the former United States FDA Commissioner has 
been quoted, "What the FDA is doing and what the public thinks it is doing are as 
different as night and day." 
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Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
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